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Pro-Israeli Power Rolls over Washington
AIPAC gathering is full of lies and liars
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The American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) has just completed its annual summit
in Washington. It claims that 18,000 supporters attended the event, which concluded with a
day of lobbying Congress by the attendees. Numerous American politicians addressed the
gathering and it is completely reasonable to observe that the meeting constituted the most
powerful gathering of people dedicated to promoting the interests of a foreign nation ever
witnessed in any country in the history of the world.

There are a number of things that one should understand about the Jewish state of Israel
and its powerful American domestic lobby. First of all, the charge that the actions of The
Lobby (referred to with capital  letters because of its uniqueness and power) inevitably
involves dual or even singular allegiance based on religion or tribe to a country where the
lobbyist does not actually reside is completely correct by definition of what AIPAC is and why
it exists. It claims to work to “ensure that the Jewish state is safe, strong and secure”
through  “foreign  aid,  government  partnerships,  [and]  joint  anti-terrorism  efforts…,”  all  of
which  involve  the  U.S.  as  the  donor  and  Israel  as  the  recipient.

Being a citizen of a country is not just an accident of birth. It requires loyalty to the interests
of  that country and to one’s fellow citizens.  No two countries have identical  interests,
something  that  is  particularly  true  when  one  is  considering  Israel,  an  ethno-religious
autocracy, and the United States, where The Lobby works assiduously to compel American
government at all levels to adopt positions that are beneficial to Israel and almost invariably
harmful to U.S. interests. Asserting that the two nations have nearly identical interests is
little more than a fraud.

Second,  there  is  the  claim  that  Israel  benefits  American  security.  That  is  also  a  lie.
Washington’s relationship with Israel, which is now more subservient than it ever has been,
is a major liability that is and always has been damaging to both American regional and
global  interests.  The recent  decisions  to  move the U.S.  Embassy to  Jerusalem and to
recognize Israeli  sovereignty over the Golan Heights were ill-conceived and have been
condemned by the world community, including by nearly all of America’s genuine close
allies.

The harm done by the Israeli connection to policy formulation in Washington and to U.S.
troops based in the Middle East  has been noted both by Admiral  Thomas Moorer and
General David Petraeus, with Moorer decrying how “If the American people understood what
a grip those people have got on our government, they would rise up in arms. Our citizens
certainly don’t have any idea what goes on.” Petraeus complained to a Senate Committee
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that U.S. favoritism towards Israel puts American soldiers based in the Middle East at risk.
He was quickly forced to recant, however.

Former CIA Deputy Director Admiral Bobby Inman has also rejected the claim that Israel is a
security asset by observing that

“Israeli spies have done more harm and have damaged the United States more
than the intelligence agents of all other countries on earth combined… They
are the gravest threat to our national security.”

Image on the right: Milchan and Netanyahu (Source: David Silverman/Getty Image via Haaretz)

Inman was referring to American Jewish spy Jonathan Pollard, who stole for Israel an entire
roomful  of  the  most  highly  classified  defense  information.  Israeli  spies,  including  current
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and Hollywood movie producer Arnon Milchan, also
participated in the systematic theft of weapons grade uranium and nuclear triggers in the
1960s so Israel could secretly create a nuclear weapons arsenal. The FBI, for its part, in its
annual counterintelligence report, consistently identifies Israel as the “friendly” country that
spies  most  persistently  against  the  U.S.  FBI  Agents  have  testified  that  there  are  very  few
prosecutions of the swarms of Israeli spies due to “political pressure.”

Third, there is the myth that the United States and Israel have “shared values,” which is
meant to imply that both are liberal democracies where freedom and human rights prevail,
beacons of light offering enlightened leadership in a world where tyranny threatens at every
turn. This was stressed in the opening remarks last weekend by AIPAC Executive Director
Howard Kohr, who described Israel as

“A nation always striving to be better, more just and true to the message of its
founders, a nation dedicated to freedom of religion for people of all faiths. We
do our work for all to see. What unites our pro-Israel movement is the passion
for bringing American and Israel closer for the benefit of both and the benefit
of all. We look like America because we are America.”

Kohr is, of course, preaching to an audience that wants desperately to believe what he says
in spite of what they have been able to see with their own eyes in the media when it dares
to publish a story criticizing Israel. Jewish hypocrisy about one standard for Israel and Jews
plus another standard for everyone else operates pretty much out in the open if one knows
where to look. Zionist Organization of America’s Morton Klein, who once tweeted regarding a
“filthy Arab,” was interviewed by journalist Nathan Thrall and asked why he believed it was
“utterly racist and despicable” to support a “white nationalist” ethnic group but not racist
for Israel to do the same. He responded

“Israel is a unique situation. This is really a Jewish state given to us by God.
God did not create a state for white people or for black people.”

Senator Charles Schumer, the Democratic minority leader, who calls himself the Senate’s
“shomer” or guardian for American Jews, had a slightly different take on it:
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“Of course, we say it’s our land, the Torah says it, but they don’t believe in the
Torah. So that’s the reason there is not peace.”

But Kohr, Klein and Schumer all  know as well as anyone that Israeli  Jews, fortified by their
conceit of being a “Chosen people,” are not interchangeable with contemporary Americans,
or at least not “like” the Americans who still care about their country. There are hundreds of
mostly Jewish pro-Israel organizations in America, having a combined endowment of $16
billion, that are actively propagandizing and promoting Israeli interests by ignoring or lying
about  the  downside  of  the  relationship.  The  University  of  Michigan  affiliate  of  the  Hillel
International  campus organization alone has a multistory headquarters  supported by a
budget of $2 million and a staff of 15. It hosts an emissary of the Jewish Agency for Israel, an
Israeli government supported promotional enterprise.

So, what is the meaning of the “American” in AIPAC? Requiring a religious-ethnic litmus test
for full citizenship and rights is Israeli, not American. Having local government admissions
committees that can bar Israeli-Palestinian citizens based on “social suitability” would not
be acceptable to most Americans. Demanding a unique Israeli right to exist while denying it
to  Israel’s  neighbors;  demolishing  homes  while  poisoning  Palestinian  livestock  and
destroying orchards;  shooting children for throwing stones; and inflicting death,  terror and
deprivation upon the imprisoned people of Gaza are all everyday common practice for the
Israeli government.

Israel and AIPAC have relentlessly pursued their agenda while also corrupting the Congress
of the United States to support the Israeli government with money and political cover. Israel
and friends like Kohr routinely make baseless charges of anti-Semitism against critics while
also legislating against free-speech to eliminate any and all criticism. This drive to make
Israel uniquely free from any critique has become the norm in the United States, but it is a
norm driven by Israeli interests and Israel’s friends, most of whom are Jewish billionaires or
Jewish  organizations  that  meet  regularly  and  discuss  what  they  might  do  to  benefit  the
Jewish  state.

And the fourth big lie is that the American people support Israel on religious as well as
cultural grounds, not because mostly Jewish money has corrupted our political system and
media. Indeed, many Christian fundamentalists have various takes on what Israel means,
but  their  influence  is  limited.  The  Israel-thing  is  Jewish  in  all  ways  that  matter  and  its
sanitized Exodus-version that has been sold to the public is essentially a complete fraud
nurtured by the media, also Jewish controlled, by Hollywood, and by the Establishment.

Mondoweiss reported recently that

“This  weekend  the  New  York  Times  breaks  one  of  the  biggest  taboos,
describing the responsibility of Jewish donors for the Democratic Party’s slavish
support for Israel. Nathan Thrall’s groundbreaking piece repeats a lot of data
we’ve reported here and says in essence that it really is about the Benjamins,
as  Rep.  Ilhan  Omar  said  so  famously.  The  donor  class  of  the  party  is
overwhelmingly Jewish, and Jews are still largely wed to Zionism– that’s the
nut.” Ben Rhodes, a former deputy national-security adviser to ex-President
Barack Obama recounted in the article how “a more assertive policy toward
Israel” never evolved “The Washington view of Israel-Palestine is still shaped
by the [Jewish] donor class.”

And the support for Israel goes beyond money. The Times article included an
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“Survey of  800 American voters who identify as Jewish,  conducted by the
Mellman Group on behalf of the Jewish Electoral Institute, 92 percent said that
they are ‘generally pro-Israel.’ In the same poll — conducted after the United
States closed the Palestinian diplomatic mission in Washington, moved the U.S.
Embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, appointed a fund-raiser for the
settlements as U.S. ambassador and cut humanitarian aid to Palestinians —
roughly  half  of  American  Jews  said  they  approved  of  President  Trump’s
handling of relations with Israel. On what is considered the most divisive issue
in U.S.-Israel relations, the establishment of Israeli settlements in the West
Bank,  a  November  2018  post-midterm  election  poll  of  more  than  1,000
American Jews that was commissioned by J Street, the pro-Israel lobby aligned
with Democrats, found that roughly half said the expansion of settlements had
no impact on how they felt about Israel. According to a 2013 Pew survey, 44
percent of Americans and 40 percent of American Jews believe that Israel was
given to the Jewish people by God, [a] fact that Jews believe they have rights in
historic Palestine that non-Jews do not.”

And one only has to listen to the AIPAC speeches made by leading members of the U.S.
government establishment to appreciate the essential hypocrisy over the U.S. wag-the-dog
relationship with the Jewish state of Israel. House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer (image on the
left) led the parade of Democrats on the first evening of AIPAC, thundering

“When someone accuses American supporters of Israel of dual loyalty, I say:
Accuse me, I am part of a large, bipartisan coalition in Congress supporting
Israel—an overwhelming majority of the United States Congress. I tell Israel’s
accusers and detractors: Accuse me.”

Well, Steny there is a certain irony in your request and to be sure you should be accused
over betrayal of your oath to uphold the constitution against all enemies “domestic and
foreign.” Hoyer is a product of the heavily Jewish Maryland Democratic Party machine that
has also produced Pelosi and Senator Ben Cardin. Pelosi told the AIPAC audience about her
father in Baltimore, a so-called Shabbos goy who would perform services for Jews on the
sabbath and who would also speak Yiddish while at home with his Italian family. Cardin
meanwhile has been the sponsor of legislation to make criticism or boycotting of Israel
illegal, up to and including heavy fines and prison time.

Hoyer, widely regarded as one of the most pro-Israel non-Jewish congressman, also boasted
to  AIPAC  about  the  15  official  trips  to  Israel  he’s  made  in  forty  years  in  Congress,
accompanied by more than 150 fellow Democrats. “This August, I will travel with what I
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expect will be our largest delegation ever—probably more than 30 Democratic members of
Congress, including many freshmen.”

Steny  Hoyer  will  be  on  an  AIPAC  affiliate  sponsored  trip  in  which  any  contact  with
Palestinians will be both incidental and carefully managed. He also clearly has no problem in
spending  the  taxpayer’s  dime  to  go  to  Israel  on  additional  “codels”  to  get  further
propagandized.  He  is  flat  out  wrong  about  Israel  in  general,  but  don’t  expect  him  to  be
convinced otherwise, which may be somehow related to the $317,525 in pro-Israel PAC
contributions he has received.

There was much more at the AIPAC Summit. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi denounced “the
pernicious  myth  of  dual  loyalty  and  foreign  allegiance”  while  Secretary  of  State  Mike
Pompeo, fresh from selling out U.S. interests on a visit to Israel, declared that“We live in
dangerous times. We have to speak the truth. Anti-Semitism should and must be rejected by
all  decent  people.  Anti-Semitism –  anti-Zionism is  anti-Semitism,  and  any  nation  that
espouses anti-Zionism, like Iran, must be confronted. We must defend the rightful homeland
of the Jewish people.”

Vice President Mike Pence, like Pompeo an evangelical Christian, piled on in his Monday
prime time speech, declaring that

“Anyone who aspires to the highest office of  the land should not be afraid to
stand with the strongest supporters of Israel in America. It is wrong to boycott
Israel. It is wrong to boycott AIPAC. Anti-Semitism has no place in the Congress
of the United States of America. Anyone who slanders this historic alliance
between the United States and Israel should never have a seat on the Foreign
Affairs Committee.”

Clearly, there is considerable evidence to support the theory that one has to be completely
ignorant to hold high office in the United States. Rejecting Zionism and/or questioning Israeli
policies is not anti-Semitism and the Jewish state is in fact no actual ally of the United
States.  Nor is  there any mandate to defend it  in its  questionable “rightful  homeland.”
Furthermore, dual-loyalty is what the relationship with Israel is all about and it is Jewish
money and political power that makes the whole thing work to Israel’s benefit.

But the good news is that all the lying blather from the likes of Steny Hoyer and Howard
Kohr reveals their desperation. They are running scared because “the times they are a
changing.” Sure, Congressmen will continue to be bought and sold and Jewish money and
the access to power that it buys will be able to prevail in the short term in a conspiratorial
fashion. But, in the long run, everyone knows deep down that loyalty to Israel is not loyalty
to the United States. And what Israel is doing is evil, as is becoming increasingly clear. It is
trying to convince Washington to make war on Iran, a country that does not threaten the
U.S., while the willingness of the American people to continue to look the other way as
Benjamin Netanyahu uses army snipers to shoot down unarmed demonstrators who are
starving  will  not  continue  indefinitely.  It  must  not  continue  and  we  Americans  should  do
whatever  it  takes  to  stop  it.

*
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This article was originally published on The Unz Review.
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